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This paper originated with a question about cultural appropriation by westerners of indigenous Peruvian

medicines and cultural practices. It has developed into a collaborative, self-relexive project between one of the au-

thors of this paper and her academic advisor. Her father, a journalist, and adventurer has organized regular tours

through the Amazon that focus on practicing and experiencing Peruvian medicine. He has had a lifelong desire

for an adventure that led him into the deep jungles of Peru. While his research and exploration have led to "self-

discovery and contributions to science," his travels left his daughter with a sense of discomfort and concern. After

his return to the United States, her father shared his new knowledge of Amazonian medicines with the Western

world through published accounts of his travels as a daughter of a white American father and a Peruvian mother,

one of the authors of this paper started to question her father's actions and wondered if they would be considered

exploitation and illegitimate exportation of indigenousmedicinal culture. By using a combination of content analy-

sis, case study, and collaborative autoethnography supported by our self-relexive journal writing, this qualitative

study explores the possibility and limitation of academic discourse and the etic and emic perspectives to guide

someone to have a better understanding of "self" and family relations within a unique set of Peruvian medicines

and practices in western society.

© 2020 TAF Publishing. All rights reserved.

PROLOGUE

"My father came upon a different culture’s practices and

gained some sort of (according to him) incredible knowledge.

He shares what he knows with other people, hopefully giving

them the same opportunity he had. . . I just know that the

older I get the more I question my father’s privilege, and why

he thought he had a right to share what he found. Like an

explorer inding the “New World” (Madeleina Gorman, per-

sonal notes, Feb. 19, 2020).

"I worry that the domino effect that has occurred after my fa-

ther’s 1984 trip may have done a lot of harm . . . Peruvians

are selling their culture. Other groupsmayhave tried to claim

Matses [indigenous people of the Amazon] cultural practices.

Westerners are getting hurt because some Peruvians are ly-

ing to them about these practices, and damage is happening

to that part of Peru, speciically the Amazon, in the name of

this tourism. I don’t think that I can justify some people hav-

ing an incredible experience for all of that. But I’m only half

Peruvian, and I don’t live down there, so I don’t know if it ismy

place to say howmuch it has hurt or helped that community"

(Madeleina Gorman, personal notes, Feb. 19, 2020).

INTRODUCTION

In Peruvian indigenous culture, many illnesses, ailments, or

even bad luck are considered physical symptoms of distur-

bances on spiritual planes (Fotiou, 2012). Because these

symptoms are caused on an external level, traditional Peru-

vian culture dictates that the solution must be found or un-

derstood on the same external level (ibid). Plant-based teas

like ayahuasca are used as “teachers” by the curanderos,

or the healers/shamans, to help ind the answer to their

patients’ problems (Luna, 1984). Ayahuasca is an herbal

tea brewed from the Banisterioopis Caapi vine and other
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plants that contain the hallucinogen dimethyltryptamine

(Dobkin & Grob, 2005). This tea is prepared by a curandero

(Kavenská & Simonová, 2015).

Typically, to become a curandero, one must study under

another curandero, become familiar with the medicinal

plants, and spend isolated time in the jungle (Kavenská &

Simonová, 2015). Once a student has earned the title of

curandero, he or she can start receiving clients who come

to ask the curandero to “look” at what is ailing them or ask

him/her to have “visions” of who is causing them the prob-

lems (Dobkin&Grob, 2005). While sometimes these clients

may personally participate in these rituals, the medicine is

usually only taken by the healer (ibid). This is performed in

a ceremony where the curandero drinks the brew, typically

using mapachos (cigarettes rolled with black smoking to-

bacco), agua lorida (loral water), alcanfor (camphor), and

icaros (songs/melodies), to aid and protect them through-

out their spiritual journey to ind the source of their client’s

problems (Fotiou, 2012; Luna, 1984). Then, the curandero

handles or removes the negative spirits causing problems

or informs the client what changes need to be made so that

they may ix those problems (Fotiou, 2012).

It is not uncommon for the healer and the client to “see” the

same vision when the curandero is “working” on someone

during the ayahuasca ceremonies. For example, one of the

subjects of this paper, Gorman (2010a) claims the curan-

dero, the client, and Gorman himself “saw” a vision of the

client’s wife speaking to a priest, writing “. .. all of us saw the

same thing” (p.17), meaning that that the three men shared

the same vision. Other times, Gorman talks about “seeing

things” that are happening in other parts of the world in

real time under the inluence of ayahuasca. On one occa-

sion, during an ayahuasca ceremony in Peru, Gorman had a

vison that his friends (who had sublet his New York apart-

ment) had rearranged the furniture. When he returned to

New York, the furniture had indeed been rearranged and

an astonished Gorman (2010a) (p.33) relects, “And what

of the apparent astral traveling I’d done to ... New York?”

Many westerners travel down to Peru and other parts of

South America so that they may try this medicine directly

(Kavenská & Simonová, 2015). These tourists, who are

looking to ind a way to help heal their spirit, seek out the

curanderos who may brew and serve ayahuasca to them

in their own ceremony (Fotiou, 2012). This trend has led

to many unqualiied or underqualiied healers serving the

medicine to tourists for the sake of business rather than for

the sake of healing (Kavenská & Simonová, 2015). These

non-traditional healings have led to upset amongst the na-

tives as well as injuries and even unintentional death to

these westerners (ibid).

At the same time, many western medical practitioners

and pharmaceutical companies have marketed indigenous

people’s knowledge about natural herbs and plants for

personal gain and proit without giving credit to indige-

nous people or acknowledging the sacred spiritual nature

of traditional ayahuasca practice (George, 2010; Trichter,

2010). Western tourists have reported that they experi-

enced boosted moods and increased awareness of them-

selves and the spiritual world through hallucinations they

have after drinking the tea (Re, Palma, Martins, & Simões,

2016). Gertner (2019) describes one of the main problems

at the root of cultural appropriation is that when certain

symbols or styles speciic to a culture are sold as some form

of merchandise to a different culture, the result is that the

original culture is reduced down to only those few recog-

nizable symbols or styles. The signiicance of those symbols

may have thenbeen “watereddown” and are no longer truly

representative of that culture (Gertner, 2019). In this case,

not only are western companies proiting from ayahuasca,

many of the people using the tea are proiting from it with-

out a curandero. Sometimes, those who are knowingly or

unknowingly participating in cultural appropriation do so

with the assistance of unwitting helpers. Such a person is

the subject of this paper, and is also the second author. The

second author is a daughter of a Peruvian mother and a

white American father. She has assisted inmany ayahuasca

ceremonies and has been deeply involved in Peruvian cul-

ture while she grew up in the United States and Peru.

Intense debates over cultural appropriation can be ob-

served on social media platforms. Biracial and multiracial

individuals who share their thoughts on such public plat-

forms often have particularly insightful points of view as

they frequently feel that they are simultaneously “insiders”

and “outsiders” of particular minority cultures. Popular

magazine articles also introduce biracial or multiracial in-

dividuals’ views on how appropriate it is for the dominant

group to adopt the minority groups’ cultural practices such

as their food, art, fashion, or hairstyles (Chambers, 2018;

Murtagh, 2018). Those biracial and multiracial individu-

als are practicing self-relexivity when they relect on this

“insider-outsider” position, though they do not use this par-

ticular academic term.

Self-relexivity occurs when an individual looks at one-

self in order to recognize what biases his/her social con-

ditioning has developed within him/her (Farrugia, 2013).

Farrugia (2015) points out two possible evaluations of self-

relexivity when it is used in research, on the one hand,

once an individual realizeswhat their biases are, he/she be-
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comes liberated from those biases. Therefore, his/her re-

search is freed from, or at least less affected by, bias. On the

other hand, since social conditioning is based on the com-

plex web of social relationships and social structures, self-

relexivity alone cannot pronounce one’s research unbiased

(ibid). Self-relexivity, then, may not guarantee bias-free

research results. When it is used in combination with an

etic and emic analysis of cultural practices, however, indi-

viduals may have a better understanding of themselves and

their surrounding conditions and environments.

Nelson (2004) uses journal writing as the tool of “being”

andexplains howone’s journal canbe transformed to some-

thing new andmeaningful to be sharedwith others. Guided

by this approach, we will display the process of combining

our emic and etic views on ayahuasca practice and its effect

on a racially mixed family by using our self-relexivity and

journal notes. It is our hope that this collaborative writing

will help others to evaluate their personal choices or pon-

der the effect of academicpractice in advising at educational

entities.

Background of this Study

The irst author is the academic advisor of the second au-

thor, who is an undergraduate sociologymajor student. The

second author started to visit the irst author’s ofice fre-

quently for academic advice. Soon, the conversation be-

came the second author’s unique ayahuasca experiences

and Peruvian background as well as life in general. As the

advisor, the irst author felt some of the stories the second

author shared were concerning and did not know the best

way to advise her. Some of the issues the second author

raised were doubt about her future as a college student, the

uncertainty of her identity, and her life in general. For that

reason, the irst author suggested the use of academic dis-

course as a tool to igure out what the second author wants

to do in her life by discoveringwho she is. Since the irst au-

thor is not a licensed clinical psychologist or counselor, nor

the second author a client or patient, we had no intention to

diagnose or conduct therapy sessions. Rather, we decided

to produce a self-relexive paper together to organize our

scattered thoughts on cultural appropriation, identity, and

future planning.

The second author’s father is a journalist and adventurer

who has organized regular tours through the Amazon that

focusonpracticing andexperiencingPeruvianmedicine like

ayahuasca. He has had a lifelong desire for adventurewhich

ledhim into thedeep jungles of Peru. While his research and

exploration has led to “self-discovery and contributions to

science” (Gorman, 2010a) (p.60), his travels left his daugh-

ter, the second author, with a sense of discomfort and con-

cern. After his return to the United States, her father shared

his new knowledge of Amazonian medicines with the west-

ern world through published accounts of his travels. While

he is not the only person to engage in such acts, his daugh-

ter started to question her father’s actions and wondered if

theywould be considered cultural appropriation. Addition-

ally, his body has endured many trials from his trips to the

Amazon causing various physical problems. In his attempt

to alleviate the detrimental effects of his travels, he uses his

daughter to help him process his experiences as well as for

other personal and business assistance. The connection she

has forged with her father during these conversations and

having to bear the burden of his emotions is so deep that

she believes that she may die when he does.

Schlosser, Lyons, Talleyrand, Kim, and Johnson (2007) re-

viewed effective mentorship with advisors and advisees

in graduate school and maintained the idea of advising

holistically, which includes consideration of “personality;

racial identity status; levels of acculturation, enculturation,

and cultural mistrust; gender roles; [and] work style pref-

erences… to tailor interactions with a particular student”

(p.47). This concept seems relevant for not only the grad-

uate school setting, but also for the undergraduate setting

when seeking an effective mentorship. That is how we de-

cided to explore the question of how academic discourse

can (or cannot) guide an individual to have a better under-

standing of self, family dynamics, and plans for the future.

METHODOLOGY

In order to carry out our project, we reviewed publications

of the second author’s father, which mostly describe Pe-

ruvian Amazonian medical and cultural practices. These

publications include his self-published books and blog ar-

ticles. No consent or the Institutional Review Board’s ap-

provalwas needed since the datawas publicly available. We

used latent content analysis, rather than manifest content

analysis when we evaluated the publications. In that way,

the signiicance of the postings or writing was not deter-

mined by the frequency of usage with a speciic term or vo-

cabulary. The irst and second authors discussed and doc-

umented their own thoughts about the books and blog ar-

ticles. Because the irst and second authors were already

closely involved with this research topic, the third author

took the role of providing an outsider’s point of viewof both

the advisor/advisee relationship and of the second author’s

family dynamics.

Following Ratner (2002) observation that qualitative re-

search methods recognize researchers’ subjectivity and
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how they can use their subjectivity as a tool when choos-

ing a topic, formulating a hypothesis, selecting a method-

ology, and interpreting data, we have utilized our subjec-

tive judgment to identify the themes of Gorman’s blog ar-

ticles and the parts of his book we consider signiicant. To

critically and creatively interpret what we read, we used

our own self-relexive notes to expand our thoughts. We

understood the limitation of self-relexivity as D’Arcangelis

(2018) recognized that self-relection does not necessar-

ily take away researcher’s privilege and biases whilst con-

ducting research; however we also saw Nelson (2004)

(p.26) pointed out “writing was, in itself, a way to discover

things about [oneself] and the world.” We understood that

even though individual researchers may struggle with self-

relexivity, there may be value in attempting to apply it to

speciic ields of study or certain qualitativemethodologies,

as Neill (2006) mentioned. In this way, themethodwe used

for this project was a combination of content analysis, case

study, and collaborative autoethnography supported by our

self-relexive journal writing. With these understandings,

we will start our analysis with Peter Gorman’s publications

followed by our discourse.

ANALYSIS

Etic Relections: Identity and Family Business of Peru-

vian Medicine Dreaming

From the readings and numerous hours of conversation

with the second author, the irst author and the third au-

thor understand that the ayahuasca ritual is a combination

of hallucinogenic medicine, psychic reading, and spiritual

advice, which allows the healers and patients to be fused

together on a spiritual plane to seek the solution for the

problems or issues together. This view of ayahuasca prac-

tice became an important concept for us to recognize the

second author’s understanding of herself. The second au-

thor spends a considerable amount of time supporting her

father’s ayahuasca tourism business and his health. It of-

ten interferes with her school work, but taking care of her

father is a central part of her life and has become a central

part of her identity. Her father’s writing includes examples

of how hard his daughter works. He wrote the following in

his blog:

"...four guests who are coming Sunday after-

noon…Madeleina is inishing up [cleaning] the big living

room right now…Madeleina is doing much more than I

am…I don't think Madeleina and I would be happy if we

didn't have some fantastically impossible chores to do in

a minimal amount of time" (Gorman, 2015) (paragraphs

3-5).

While we were working on this project, the second author’s

father had to come back early from his Amazon tour due to

his medical condition.

"…Were it not for me last year, my dad would be dead. He

almost died again this time. If he goes, then so do I. This is the

exact situation I’ve been preparing for" (Madeleina Gorman,

personal notes, Feb. 26, 2020).

Although the situation described above is resolved now,

the irst author started to wonder if the Amazon medical

tourism and ayahuasca itself are actually helping or hurt-

ing the second author’s father’s health. The second author

wrote:

"Ayahuasca gave him tools, but he is still a giant fuck up, so

he still messes up. Jungle medicine isn't the answer to all of

your problems, it just offers a differentway of looking at them

.... If the man did not take the advice and kept getting hurt,

that wouldn't be the medicine's fault. It already did its job,

after that it was up to the man to make the changes himself.

My dad still messes up, but that is not ayahuasca's fault. It al-

ready did its job" (Madeleina Gorman, personal notes, Feb.

23, 2020).

The ayahuasca medicine dream practice seems to hold the

key to understanding the interpretation of the second au-

thor’s life. The irst author and the third author understood

that genuine ayahuasca practice requires that the boundary

between the healers and patients be removed as the healers

drink ayahuasca, in order to see the cause of client’s prob-

lems (Apud & Romanı,́ 2017). We saw an infused collective

identity within the practice of ayahuasca medicine dream-

ing in this family’s dynamics.

We also wondered if the concepts of cultural appropriation

within ayahuasca practice can be applied to this family’s dy-

namics. Many scholars have warned the physical harm due

to the misusage of Amazon medicine by westerners as well

as cultural appropriation of the medicine to gain inancially

for themselves. The irst author wrote in her self-relection

notes:

"A western man owns an Amazon tourism business and prac-

tices ayahuasca medicine in a western society with a great

deal of his biracial daughter’s time and effort. It can be un-

derstood as a form of cultural appropriation. It could be con-

sidered the individual level of cultural appropriation within

the family since the daughter’s time and emotional work are

seen as readily available for him .... At the same time, because

of this business, he can pay bills for his daughter…The conun-

drum here is that the daughter holds a critical view toward

cultural appropriation of Amazon culture and practices by

the western societies at the macro level; however, she does

not see the same principle within her own family. She does
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not see herself as being taken advantage of. She does not see

herself as an individual who needs her own time to build her

own life. She has a total acceptance of her life that revolves

around her father" (Atsuko Kawakami, personal notes, Feb.

28, 2020).

Interestingly, the father of the second author is well aware

of cultural appropriation of Peruvian medicine.

"Many healers nowhave several apprenticeswhere just ive

years ago they had none. Next, there is also the negative of

westerners coming back from indigenous or mestizo areas

of Central and South America thinking they have shamanic

knowledge and trying to pass it on when they have learned

nothing ..." (Gorman, 2010c) (paragraph 10).

He even mentions that the indigenous curandero “might

no longer have time to tend to their needs now that he or

she is in such demand by westerners” which “can throw

off the balance of whole communities” (Gorman, 2010c)

(paragraph 9). He expresses his self-relection and sincere

concern about his role, which might have had negative ef-

fects after introducing ayahuasca practice to westerners.

"There really is no going back. Iwas certainly oneof the irst

to talk about ayahuasca use in Peru ... in a national maga-

zine about ayahuasca, and I've had to live with whether

that was a good or bad thing ever since" (Gorman, 2010c)

(paragraph 11).

Yet, how cultural appropriation is affecting the family

seems to be unrecognized.

Etic Relections: Gender and Family Dynamics

There also seems to be a gender dynamic in the relation-

ship between the second author and her father. (Gorman,

2007) (paragraph 2) describes his Peruvian medicine

tour as “hopelessly male-oriented.” All of us recognize his

masculinity and general patterns of high risk behaviors

such as smoking and excessive drinking (Gorman, 2010a),

avoiding medical attention (Gorman, 2019) (paragraph

1), and preferring a physically adventurous life (Gorman,

2010a)(p.41). For example, he mentions in his blog that

evenhis friends are concernedwith his addictions: “a friend

... pointed out that with the wine I drink and the num-

ber of cigarettes I smoke, it’s up to me to either change or

die” (Gorman, 2018a) (paragraph 1). Gorman (2010a) also

mentions that he has had problems maintaining his sobri-

ety, even though Gorman’s ayahuasca visions warned him

“... you will still have to inally quit [smoking] if you want to

live” (p. 197) and advised that he “[d]rink less, write more”

(Gorman, 2010a) (p.16).

As an outside observer of this family, after reading the sec-

ond author’s self-relexive notes, the irst author wondered

if the family was “doing gender” or if there was a codepen-

dent relationship between the father and daughter. The sec-

ond author recognizes multiple dimensions of her father

as he expresses his support for women’s rights and gen-

der equality in his blog (Gorman, 2018b) (paragraph 1) as

well as his loving attitudes toward his family and friends,

yet she also sees how he expects his daughter to help his

business and his health while overextending himself to care

for everyone else. As the outsiders of the family and as

academics, the irst author and third author had to self-

examine whether we were unfairly judging this father’s be-

haviors as a typical pattern of male chauvinism as his ac-

tions do not seem to support what he writes. We also won-

der if we were falling into the trap of essentializing a per-

son into a one-dimensional character or if we were trapped

into stereotypical interpretation of the situation using well-

established academic concepts. As such, the irst author

wrote her self-relexive notes on how the academic advis-

ing had been helping or not helping the second author.

"Is this some form of doing-gender or codependency? ... I re-

member when I asked what she wants to do after graduat-

ing college, she became emotional and said she doesn’t know.

She told me that it bothers her that all of her teachers in

high school and advisors in college have been asking the same

question. I told her that it is OK if she doesn’t know at thismo-

ment, that’swhyan internship project is required in the senior

year to ind out what students would like to do .... I suggested

to her that we can ind out who she is and what she wants to

do together by conducting research about Amazon medical

practice inwestern society for her internship project. But now

I am thinkingmy advicemight have been too goal-oriented or

was imposing on her to conform to the well-established path-

way for college students, whichmay not it in her cultural and

personal backgrounds" (Atsuko Kawakami, personal notes,

Feb. 24, 2020).

Emic Relections: Ayahuasca, Self-Identity, and Family

Dynamics

The second author acknowledges the role ayahuasca has

played in shaping who her father is. A lasting “lesson” from

one of Gorman’s visions came in the form of the phrase

“More Joy, Less Pain” (Gorman, 2010a) (p.175). To this day

Gorman continues the practice of trying to create more joy

and eliminate pain in his daily life and believes that im-

plementing this lesson is what has helped his family “heal”

(p.176). As such, he wrote:

"Once, years ago, Iwas in an ayahuasca dreamand asked the

spirits what I could do to make a better living as a writer.

Without hesitation a spirit said: ‘Drink less. Write more.’
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That was it. The whole answer. So I drank less, wrote more

and pretty soonwas able to supportmy family on investiga-

tive journalism" (Gorman, 2006) (paragraph 28).

The second author wrote the following relection on her fa-

ther’swriting about the revelations he hadwhile participat-

ing in an ayahuasca ritual:

"The 'messages' that my father has received help shape the

person he is now. He doesn’t take those lessons lightly… he is

not perfect, and he fails sometimes, but those lessons of drink-

ing less, writing more, and causing less pain are what have

helped our family not rip apart further" (Madeleina Gorman,

personal notes, Feb. 22, 2020).

Relecting on how hard she works to support her father’s

business, the second author thinks that her father probably

has no idea howmuch he depends on her. Her self-relective

notes indicate her frustration and appreciation for her fa-

ther simultaneously.

"This is an example of me directly having to prepare for these

guests. My entire life people have been coming in and out of

my home, and it has always beenmy job to help accommodate

my father’s guests when they come. What he doesn’t men-

tion ... is ... that it’s my job to watch those 13 people during

the ceremony. I watch after them when they take medicine"

(Madeleina Gorman, personal notes, Feb. 25, 2020).

"… I am exhausted because I always have to take care of my

dad, [but] even though I amalwaysworried, I get to live a spe-

cial life because of him. He makes me angry, and he can be a

jerk, but he’s smart and funny and kind, and because of him I

have gone to the jungle, I have met some of the most incred-

ible people in the world, and have lived a life full of support

and love. Once he’s gone, that all goes away. He’s the connec-

tion to the magic, and without him I’ll lose my best friend and

all of thewonder that comeswith being his child" (Madeleina

Gorman, personal notes, Feb. 26, 2020).

Her selless support for the father was reciprocated by him.

Her single father posted his love, joy, and excitement on his

blog while preparing his house for his children to visit him.

"All I can do is say THANKS, GOD, for bringing these crazy

creatures intomy life!!!!! What little price it is to pay to have

to spend an hour cleaning up for every hour they are here?

That's nothing!!!!" (Gorman, 2010b) (paragraph 10).

Despite his joy of seeing his children, his two older sons

seem to be less attached than his daughter, the youngest of

all.

"…He is always upsetwhen [his two sons] haven’t come to visit

him in a while, and he always looks the most [upset] when

they say they’re going to come over and then change their

minds .... My older brothers didn’t really spend time with my

father when he would go into those moods, so it was up to me

to sit with him when he cried ..." (Madeleina Gorman, per-

sonal notes, Feb. 22, 2020).

The daughter, the second author, visits him every weekend

and even on weekdays. To take care of him, she has to miss

class frequently. The second author has experienced many

contradictory feelings abouther father, especially duringhis

times of need. Those times of need became more frequent

after she started attending university. Her father’s needs

are both physical and emotional.

"After I started school he would call almost every day .... He

would be disappointed or even get upset if I couldn’t come

home on the weekend. He would even get jealous of my

boyfriend because I would come home on the weekend and

spend time with him [instead] .... When I was a sophomore

and junior I really resented my father. I was so mad that

he wanted so much of my time when my whole life had al-

ready been dedicated to looking after him. Things are better

though, I have gone back to being his favorite and looking af-

ter him. Dad was who I had, who I could count on. We took

care of each other, we are each other’s favorites, and each

other’s best friends. I never made a plan to leave my dad ....

I realize though, that my life has no meaning beyond assist-

ing my dad" (Madeleina Gorman, personal notes, Feb. 19,

2020).

While the second author’s father may have not have fully

understood the strain he put on the relationship, the sec-

ond author recalls those irst few years in college were im-

mensely stressful. The second author now recognizes that

those experiences may be part of the reason she would not

be comfortable becoming more independent from her fa-

ther, as she has already seen the negative toll that that sep-

aration could take on him.

The second author accepts a limited role that gender plays

in her family dynamics. She sees her father’s tendency to act

“tough” or show a brave face in situationswhere hemay feel

vulnerable, traits traditionally associated with masculinity.

He often takes pride in being the head of his household

and usually takes on the social expectations attached to that

role, such as not wanting to appear weak, overextending

himself so that he can take care of everyone, and not want-

ing to admit he may needmedical attention. He is generally

a skeptic of western medical care, rooted in his childhood

experiences, as he wrote “...my reluctance to go to the hos-

pital ... I hate going ... because it feels like prison” (Gorman,

2019) (paragraph 2). This, combined with his conidence

in Amazonian medicine (Gorman, 2010a), means the of-

ten refuses to seek medical attention in the United States

(Gorman, 2019) (paragraph 2). As his daughter, the second

author has to convince him to seek the care he needs.
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"[A family friend] and I spent the entire night trying to con-

vince him to go to the doctor. After that we spent hours and

hours in the emergency room, and took shifts watching af-

ter him in the ICU. If we had not almost forced him to go to

the doctor, and then almost forced him to go to the emer-

gency room, he would have died "(Madeleina Gorman, per-

sonal notes, Feb. 23, 2020).

The second author was already keenly aware of the con-

cepts of “doing gender” and co-dependency. She even men-

tions empty-nest syndrome inhernotes todescribehowher

situation may appear to others, though she denies that she

is in that situation at all.

"I don’t mean to come off as one of those house wives that

slaved away to take care of her kids, and now that they have

moved out, she is unsure of her purpose. That woman had at

least some choice. That woman grew into being amom. I was

born into beingmy dad’s sidekick. Who else was going to take

care of him? Who was going to take care of me? My brothers

were older and were always looking for a way to get out, to

get away ..." (Madeleina Gorman, personal notes, Feb. 25,

2020).

What Comes Out from Etic and Emic Relections

After so many hours of discussions on cultural appropria-

tion, gender roles, and codependency, the irst author inally

offered her etic view of this family dynamic to the second

author and asked: Is this the micro level of cultural appro-

priation within the family supported by the mechanism of

developing a fused identity through ayahuasca? This may

not be actual cultural appropriation as it is commonly un-

derstood, but is it still a form of taking advantage of a cul-

ture that is not one’s own? Is this action supported by the

second author?

The second author was also asked why it is okay for her to

be “a sidekick” of her father and why it is okay not to have

her own life. She did not have a clear answer at irst. Then,

a few days later, she wrote in her notes:

"... you must understand how I view myself and my life. My

father has lived the richest and most interesting life that per-

haps anyone has ever lived. It is because of this example that

I have grown up with that I have commitment issues. I fear

that if I choose a single path in life or decide to put all my ef-

forts into only a few of my interests, I will miss out on all of

the opportunities that life has to offer .... In ayahuasca heal-

ing, there are solutions offered up, but most of them must be

done by the person wanting to heal. This medicine is not just

like Advil that takes the pain away, itmakes you confront your

fears and desires and your past. But if she [ayahuasca] gives

you an answer, it is you that must still do the work to “ix”

yourself. If you choose not to take ayahuasca’s advice, then

you may not get out of it what you were hoping. In that way,

I am refusing ayahuasca’s advice. I know that I am scared

of change and commitment, but I don’t intend to face those

problems. I have found the solutions, but now it is up to me

to actually try to “ix” myself. But I am too scared to. That is

why I let my father use so much of my attention .... It allows

me to avoid the reality that if I live once he has passed, I will

have to face my fears" (Madeleina Gorman, personal notes,

Feb. 29, 2020).

From the view of an insider of the family that practices

ayahuasca, the second author’s identity was built on her re-

fusal of ayahuasca’s advice rather than the micro level of

cultural misuse of ayahuasca by her Caucasian father. It

was not codependency either. It is her active and conscious

choice of not facing problems at this moment. The second

author realizes that she is perhaps mirroring her father;

she is trying to distance herself from situations in which

she may feel vulnerable or weak. By avoiding the reality of

adulthood and decision-making, similar to her father avoid-

ing hospitals, she also avoids the fear that comes with re-

sponsibility and change. Bymaintaining the “sidekick” role,

the second author may feel more secure in herself and her

life, regardless of themore burdensomeparts of her and her

father’s relationship.

DISCUSSION

The etic view and emic view show very different pictures

of this issue and offer different understanding and expla-

nation. Bergman and Lindgren (2018) explain that a suc-

cessful integrative emic-etic perspective requires a trustful

relationship between the insiders and the researchers, a re-

lexive approach to this relationship to maintain a balance

between getting close enough but not to lose critical dis-

tance. Schlosser et al. (2007) summarized effective advising

which necessitates the ability to guide an advisee’s growth

without imposing an advisor’s own worldview by assess-

ing “the advisees’ strengths and limitations and provid[ing]

constructive feedback to students in an open, honest, and

empathic way” (p.47). As an advisor who learned the ad-

visee’s cultural and family backgrounds, encouraging her

to be more independent and ind her own career goal does

not settle well with the irst author as it insinuates the idea

of individualism or a career-oriented mindset as a “better”

approach than having a collectivistic approach to life or fo-

cusing on the spiritual side of life. From the emic view of

each student’s unique background, advisors have to learn

who the advisees are and how to offer different pathways to

ind out what they want to do, rather than imposing a well-
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established world view. As long as an advisee’s life is not

in danger physically or emotionally, it may be necessary for

advisors to actively choose not to give any advice but just

to encourage writing until the advisees ind out what they

are looking for, even if it takes extra time or a few detours.

Nelson (2004) sawwriting as awayof “being” inwhichheal-

ing one’s past, claiming his/her present, and transforming

his/her future. He was taught to write when he had some-

thingworthy to saywhich resulted inwriting rarely. Now, as

he describes, “I write in my journal to ind out what I have

to say–so I am forever writing” Nelson (2004) (p.26). In a

sense, the ayahuasca advice that the second author’s father

received years ago, “write more” (Gorman, 2010a) (p.16),

can be used as a more broadly applied therapeutic tool.

In the case of the second author, the opportunity to do re-

search related to her personal dilemmas turned out to be

tremendously helpful. The researching process was indeed

instructive and allowed the author to realize quite a bit

about herself that she had not clearly understood before.

She was comforted by the fact that other writers had sim-

ilar dificulties with biracial and multicultural experiences.

After having a clearer understanding of her own reason-

ing and decisions, the second author discussed her indings

with her father, something she would have tried to avoid in

the past.

As one can see from this case study, advisees are beneited

by self-relexivity and integrating an advisor’s etic view into

their own understanding. If the etic view that is offered by

an advisor does not feel quite right or accurate in their par-

ticular situation, then advisees are forced to develop their

own emic view of self-identity within their own cultural

practices. This proved to be true for the second author.

When the advice she received from the irst author did not

perfectly it into the second author’s vision for her future,

she felt that it was not only important, but necessary, to so-

lidify her sense of self and understanding. While the second

authormay not be entirely convinced that her path forward

exactly matches her mentor’s, her new found knowledge

and appreciation for cultural impact and the inluence (or

lack thereof) betweenmicro- andmacro-level relationships

has allowed her to have a better understanding of herself

and her actions. In this sense, we have followed Bergman

and Lindgren (2018) process of integrating emic-etic per-

spective by bringing researchers’ and participants’ perspec-

tives together in the inal stage of the process.

CONCLUSION

Wehave utilized our self-relection to discuss howone’s self

identity is built and interpreted in the context of cultural ap-

propriation of ayahuasca practice. Our etic view and emic

view indicate very different understandings of the issue.

Our academic discourse helped us realize the importance

of mixing emic and etic perspectives to avoid imposing the

well-established pathways or culturally accepted goals onto

an individual whomight have a very different cultural back-

ground. However, how much of this understanding of self-

identity or academic practices of journal writing and self-

relexivity would help to ind one’s pathway in the actual

sense remains unclear. While the results of this study may

not necessarily be that the advisee can ind an entirely new

vision for the future, it is clear that useful and helpful de-

velopments can be made. Attempting self-relexivity and

realizing its shortcomings, exploring other cases similar to

one’s situation, and being confronted with an etic view that

differs fromone’s own view, have allowed an advisee to be a

better researcher. One’s strengthened skills in research and

his/her trust in personal discussion with his/her mentor,

while not entirely changing one’s mind, allow the individ-

ual to observe other interpretations of his/her life. Thus it

causes the individual to be at least somewhatmore thought-

fulwhen considering his/her ownpath, even if that does not

mean creating an entirely new one.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this paper was to understand whether aca-

demic discourse can help to ind one’s identity collectively

within the scope of cultural speciicity. Therefore, this pa-

per did not intend to diagnose an individual’s psychological

wellbeing or discuss how healthy it is to understand one’s

identity within the context of cultural appropriation. Fur-

ther study is needed with psychological approach for the

purpose of counseling practice.
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